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LAB ASSIS 

Dr. Brain, world-famous nr4 
scientist (well, I'm not really 
mad, just a little bothered by 

	2 

the world situation), is 
currently interviewing 
candidates for the position of 
Laboratory. Assistant The 
applicant chosen will help me 
save the world, create 
amazing new inventions and 
clean up my secret basement 
lab. 

Apply in person at 
The Castle of Dr. Brain. 
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`0 BCH, 415 

'9.-0660 
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slot in the puzzle window 

In some puzzles a hint coin 
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Brain! Dr. J3rain is advertising for a lab 
be the one for the job. Bring your copy of the 

em-solving skills, and be ready to tot your 

need, to apply a lot of diffeIent ways of 
uzzles Dr. Brain has set up to test job applicants. 

es require planning ahead, others require the ability to 
, still othersa depend on using logic, and all of them 

on't solve a puzzle the fitst time through, keep 



coins you have left over at the end of the 
score will be. Use your hintcoins wisely. 

(ou can set the difficulty level in Dr. Brain to Novice, Standard, or Expert 
it any time. The harder you set the difficulty, the more points you will 
i:aim for solving the puzzles 
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Look: looks like an eye. Choose Look when you want a description 
of something you see on the screen. 

o: looks like a hang 
something on the screen. 

oose Do when you want o to 

Item: looks like a picture frame. If you are not using an item from your 
inventory the screen will be blank. li.you, are using an item, tha.,,  item 
will be shown in the frame.  

Inventory: looks like a book bag. Choose Inventory when you want to 
see what items you have Picked up, or to use one of your items. 
For more information on Inventory, see your Sierra Game Manual. 



► panel. Choose Controls 
Iculty level of the game, or 

our game. 

cursor 



y Backgammon Baseball 

9 Bowling 	Bridge 

Dominos 	Football 

al Horseshoes Jacks 

41 Puzzle 	Soccer 

Billiards 	Blackjack 

Checkers 	Chess 	Cribbage 

Hearts 	Hockey 

Jigsaw - 	Poker 	Pool 
.„„ 

Spades 	Tennis 	TicTa c Toe 

For example, when you want to say Backgammon, the cod 
X;'E, Soccer would be FtiCiEil , and Chess is QIN) 

Dr. Brain  
age -your 	writing secret messages 

using my ultii top secretDe
'
oder dnth-An time you want to write 

something about iiime sport , just took it up on the grid. Instead of 
using the name ofthe game, use its top secret symbol equivalent. I 
guarantee your friends will have absolutely no idea what you're.talking 
about! 	 -; -1—  
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